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TYPE COLOUR
WIDTH

(m)
DEPTH

(m)
HEIGHT

(m)
WEIGHT

(kg)
3342 red 1.01 0.40 0.81 8
3343 white 1.01 0.40 0.81 8

MUD COLLECTORS, ROAD BARRIER

Type: 1088 Type: 1085 Type: 1082

Mud collectors
- Suitable for trapping of coarse impurities

in street inlets and channels.

- The bin is welded from steel metal sheets
with ground paint or zinc-coated.

- Correspond to Czech standards as far as
dimensions are concerned.

- Upper and bottom hook eases operation.

Road barrier
- Road barriers serve for fast and easy marking of

changes and diversions not only in traffic.  

- Connecting elements enable easy connection of
individual elements in one line. In case of need
the barriers can be weighted down (with water
or sand), which increases their stability.

- Profiled bottom ensures stability both of
individual barriers and all the line.

- Road barrier is a product not containing
movable parts If you put together several
barriers, you will get firm and solid structure
ensuring resistance to vehicle impacts in any
weather. Possibility of construction of a row of
barriers enables optimum adaptation to space
conditions.  

- Colour finish – barriers are standardly available
in white and red colour.

- High service life – thanks to sturdy and solid
structure, quality polyethylene and modern
production technology ensure their high
resistance to mechanical damage and weather
effects (thanks to UV-stabilisation they are
characterized with their high colour retention
even under long-lasting effects of solar
radiation). They are light and do not rust,
do not contain any metal parts. Other parts can
be connected thanks to connecting elements.
Original structure and modern design, well
visible for drivers.

Safety in the

first place!

TYPE NAME SURFACE FINISH
MAIN DIMENSIONS

(mm)
1081 / 1082 Mud collectors 50 l varnished / hot-dip galvanized 380 x 256 x 700
1084 / 1085 Mud collectors 35 l varnished / hot-dip galvanized 380 x 256 x 500
1087 / 1088 Mud collectors 10 l varnished / hot-dip galvanized 255 x 190 x 425
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